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British History
Lesson plan: Titanic launch ticket

Aims and Objectives 

1.  To use different types of evidence to find out about the past eg written and visual evidence 
2. To recognise that events in the past have helped shape who we are and how we live today 
3. To identify continuity and change across a period of time 
4. To ask and answer questions, and to select and record information about the past

Resources

•  A History of the World website •  Interactive whiteboard or data projector
•  Titanic friction investigation worksheet

Teaching and learning activities

Introduction

1.  As a class look at the Titanic Launch ticket on the A History of the World website. 
2. Discuss why it is famous and why it is included in the History of the World object list.
3. Identify its position on the time line. 
4. Examine the picture of the Titanic Launch ticket closely on a large screen. 
5.  Discuss how Mr David Moneypenny would have felt when the ship he had been working on 

for so long was finally launched.

One

Research the story of the launch of the Titanic. Perhaps look at some newspaper articles. 
Write an account of the day of the launch of Titanic. This could be done as an imaginative diary 
extract. If it is a diary extract, a further entry could be written for when news comes through of 
the sinking of the Titanic. How did the men who had so proudly attended the launch, feel when 
the ship sank?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/worksheets/british_history/bhni_titanic_friction_worksheet.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/NGLcYHqCSaazV0kV-SzgJg
http://www.bbc.co.uk/terms/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/primaryhistory
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Teaching and learning activities

Two

Launch of Titanic, 31 May, 1911
‘Within a minute Titanic reached a launch speed of 12½ knots. To enable her gigantic hull to 
slide smoothly down the ways, vast quantities of lubricants were used – 15 tons of tallow, 5 
tons of tallow and train oil mixed together with 3 tons of soft soap. Heavy chains and anchors 
arrested the launch momentum of Titanic and she was pulled up in less than half her own 
length.’

Discuss why so much lubricant was needed in the launch of the Titanic. Discuss the nature of 
friction and when is useful eg road gritting in winter and when it can be a problem eg leaves on 
a railway line. 

Divide the class into groups and give them a 1KG weight and some craft materials with which 
to build a ‘ship’ for their friction experiment. The ship should be durable enough to withstand the 
experiment. 

Give out the Titanic friction investigation worksheet. After the experiment discuss which 
materials provide most friction and which provide least. Compare results with the other groups 
in the class.

Three

People often keep tickets to remember a special event. The tickets listed below are all in the A 
History of the World website. Look up each ticket on the website. Discuss what they look like 
and why you think they were kept. Have you or anyone in your family kept a ticket of a particular 
event? Take a digital photo of it and make a class collection of tickets

•  Admission ticket World Trade Centre 1981
•  Glasgow Apollo Concert ticket
•  National Lottery First Day Issue Ticket
•  Glasgow Garden Festival Preview ticket
•  Last Day Glasgow Tram Ticket

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/worksheets/british_history/bhni_titanic_friction_worksheet.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/terms/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/primaryhistory
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/ZhPDBKtnQpKyFn6G7LeMHA
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/ti2fU6QPSf-RcLnV8FF2IA
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/YyTrD6xUQAu_DvmRVMPMvA
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/W0j2FVnARPGAHHuf5t2jaw
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/Ya6n5FJZTyyA5943wvexNQ
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Plenary

Investigate the evidence that remains in Belfast of the Titanic eg The Pump House, 
Harland and Wolff, Titanic Memorial etc. Mark each place of interest on a map. Make an 
advertisement for your ‘Titanic Tour’.

Discuss whether or not Belfast should celebrate the sinking of the Titanic in 2012. What 
would be the best way to mark this anniversary?

Extension or homework

1.  Find out about how the sinking of the Titanic was reported. Consider reasons why some 
of the early information in the newspapers was later proved wrong. What sort of problems 
would the wrong information have caused? Explore what happens when a current news 
story happens. Are mistakes ever made now? Can technology cause problems too?

2.  ‘Last Titanic survivor, a baby put in a lifeboat, dies at 97’ A newspaper headline from 1st 
June 2009.  
 
Find out as much as you can about how this baby’s life was saved and how the Hollywood 
stars of the film ’Titanic’ stepped in to help her at the end of her life. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/terms/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/primaryhistory

